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Introduction

D
uring our studies on prostate specific antigen
(PSA) gene expression in lung carcinomas we

have cloned and sequenced a 450 base pair (bp)
novel sequence (1). Through genomic library screen-
ing and subcloning, we were able to extend the
length of this sequence to 4.8 kilobases (kb). This
entire sequence, which resides on chromosome 5q12,
is now deposited in GenBank (accession number
AF038385). In this article, we describe analysis of
this genomic sequence with various computer pro-
grams and show that it contains an open reading
frame encoding a proline and leucine-rich protein.
The protein sequence contains a motif, LXXLL (L:
leucine; X: any amino acid), that was found in the
sequence of transcriptional co-activators (2). This is
an important new family of nuclear proteins, which
co-operate with steroid hormone receptors to regu-
late gene expression. The presence of this motif and
the limited homology of the putative protein with
another nuclear protein, which is a transcription
factor, allow us to speculate that the newly cloned
sequence is part of a gene encoding either a nuclear
transcription factor or a transcriptional co-activator.

Materials and methods

In this report, all nucleotide numbers relate to
GenBank accession number AF038385 (nucleotides
1 to 4809). This 4.8 kb novel sequence was first
subjected to the program Repeat Masker 2W, avail-
able at the Web site of the Washington University,
St. Louis, MO, USA, in order to identify known DNA

repeats. The repeats were masked from any addi-
tional homology searching and open reading frame
analysis. The masked sequence was then subjected
to homology searching by using the BLAST software
(3). Open reading frames were identified by using
the GENE-ID exon prediction program available by
the BioMolecular Engineering Research Center,
Boston University (geneid@darwin.bu.edu) (4) and
the FGENEH program available at the Web site of
the Baylor College of Medicine (http://mbcr.bcm.tm-
c.edu) (5).

Results

HOMOLOGY SEARCHING

Initial analysis of the 4.8 kb sequence revealed a
number of repeats at positions 2-274 (MER 6), 1411-
1707 (AluSq), 1719-1747 (AT rich), 1788-2101
(MLT1A2), and 2228-3028 (L2). These sequences
were masked from additional homology searching
analysis.

BLAST homology searching of the remaining
DNA sequence with GenBank deposited sequences
revealed no major homologies with the exception of
short stretches, which did not exceed 28 nucleotides
(data not shown). Therefore, we concluded that the
4.8 kb genomic DNA represents a novel sequence.

OPEN READING FRAMES

Putative open reading frames were searched us-
ing two computer programs (4,5). One putative open
reading frame was identified by both GENE-ID and
FGENEH programs from nucleotides 2581–2845,
yielding the predicted aminoacid sequence shown in
Figure 1. An SLL motif was identified four times in
this frame and notably, this putative protein se-
quence is proline-rich (16/88 aminoacids are pro-
lines) and leucine-rich (15/88 aminoacids are
leucines). Protein homology searching using BLAST
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software (4) revealed some restricted homologies
with two proteins: (a) the retinoblastoma binding
protein, RIZ (pir I38902) or transcription factor
(prf/2206335A) or zinc-finger DNA binding domain
(gn1/P1D/d100870). The homology spans within
amionoacids 22–60 of our putative protein and the
identity is 40%; (b) the enzyme arginine methyl-
transferase (gi/1710263). The homology is with ami-
noacids 5–61 of our putative protein and the iden-
tity is 35%. The sequence of Figure 1 contains the
known motif LXXLL (aminoacids 75–79; X: any
aminoacid), which was found to be part of transcrip-
tional co-activators (2).

Discussion

In this report, we describe analysis of a novel 4.8
kb human genomic DNA sequence, which resides on
chromosome 5q12. We first identified part of this
sequence during our studies on PSA gene expression
in lung carcinomas (1). After isolating a P1-derived
artificial chromosome (PAC) clone from a human

PAC library (6), we were able to extend the length of
the original 450 bp sequence to 4809 nucleotides.
The sequence, which has now been deposited in
GenBank, was analyzed for open reading frames in
order to examine if it encodes a novel protein or a
protein of known structure or function. We here
report preliminary analysis of this genomic se-
quence.

We have identified one open reading frame by two
different exon prediction programs (4,5). The 88
aminoacid putative protein shown in Figure 1 is
novel and it has a number of distinguishing fea-
tures: (a) it has an SLL motif which appears 4 times;
(b) it is proline and leucine rich; and (c) part of the
putative protein has 40% identity with a transcrip-
tion factor known as retinoblastoma binding protein
and 35% identity with the enzyme arginine methyl-
transferase. An interesting feature of the putative
protein sequence is the motif LXXLL (X: any amino-
acid), which was found to be part of the sequence of
a new class of proteins known as transcriptional
co-activators (2,7). These new proteins cooperate
with nuclear receptors to activate gene transcrip-
tion. The presence of this motif allows us to specu-
late that the novel DNA sequence on chromosome
5q12 may encode a new transcriptional co-activator.
We are now in the process of cloning the cDNA of
this putative new gene and study its tissue expres-
sion and regulation.
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Figure 1 — Translation of the nucleotide sequence shown,
which was identified as an open reading frame. Amino-
acids are depicted with the single letter code. The motif
SLL is shown in bold and the motif LXXLL, present on
known nuclear co-activators, is underlined. Sixteen and
fifteen aminoacids out of a total of 88 aminoacids are
prolines (P) and leucines (L), respectively.
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